Bret and Jemaine made dinner for Mel and Doug as a housewarming gift. They went to Mel & Doug's new place the night before, just to make sure that nothing went wrong. While they were there, the guys did as much as they could in advance, and sketched the kitchen diagram below.
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Mel and Doug were disappointed in the meal anyway. Can you see what Mel and Doug thought of the food? The answer will be a short phrase.
1. Bret got two tall glasses out of the cupboard, then two beers out of the refrigerator, then used the bottle opener to open the beers. Once the beers were opened, he put the beers and glasses on the table so Mel and Doug could serve themselves.

2. Meanwhile, Jemaine got the greens, salsa, guacamole, and green onions out of the refrigerator. He washed the greens at the sink, and then took everything to the workstation. He put the greens on a platter and put everything else into small bowls. He set the food down on the table next to Doug's spot.

3. Jemaine went from Doug's spot to the cupboard and got the olive oil. Then he went to the refrigerator and got out a lime. He set the olive oil down at the workstation and then went to the sink to wash the lime. Once the lime was clean, he went back to the workstation, juiced the lime and made a lime-and-olive-oil vinaigrette. Jemaine took the vinaigrette to Mel.

4. Bret got some plates out of the cupboard and two placemats out of the linen box on top of the refrigerator. Then he took everything to Mel's place at the table, where he set one placemat, a regular plate, and a salad plate. He took the remaining placemat and plates to Doug's place at the table, then went back to the cupboard for the flatware.

5. Jemaine got some side plates and tortillas out of the cupboard. He served a plate with tortillas to first Doug, then to Mel.

6. Jemaine noticed that Doug and Mel were finished with their beers. He got a tray out of the cupboard and then went to the refrigerator for more beers. He went to the bottle opener to open the beers, then took the tray and set it on the table.

7. Bret got flatware out of the cupboard and then chose two napkins out of the linen box on top of the refrigerator. Bret wrapped one set of flatware in each napkin and took everything to Mel's place at the table, where he set down one napkin bundle. He took the remaining napkin to Doug's place at the table, then remembered this was supposed to be a fancy dinner. He went back to the cupboard to get a sharpie and some name cards.

8. Time for Jemaine to make the fajitas. He got the marinated chicken onions and peppers out of the refrigerator and took them to the workstation. Then he went to the cupboard to get a serving platter, which he took back to the workstation as well. He then went to the stove and turned the heat to high. Once the pan was hot, he seared the chicken and veggies. When the food was done, Jemaine put the food on the platter and took it to Mel at the table.